Briefing: Select findings and insights
2018 BC Freshwater Public Opinion Poll
Overview
1) Poll background/snapshot
2) Findings - highlights

o Water values, threats
o Management/governance
concerns
o Solutions





Leadership
Pricing

Laws/enforcement
Watershed governance

Poll at a glance
•

•
•

•
•

Conducted by McAllister Opinion
Research
Builds off 2013/14 water poll and
previous work (BC Perspectives
(2010) & Illumination research (2016)
Online survey included responses
from more than 1,600 Englishspeaking BC residents aged 18 years
or older.
Fielded June 11-21st, 2018
+/- 2.5% margin of error analogue
(credibility interval) for a professional
online panel sample of this size

VALUES
• 9 in 10: water is BC’s most
precious resource

• 90%: freshwater is a public
resource; nobody should be able
to own it

• 83%: habitat for wild salmon
•

and other native fish is a highly
important benefit of clean,
abundant freshwater
78%: Strongly Agree or Agree rights to use water should be
decided according to communities’ priorities not just who
can afford it or had access first

THREATS
57% concerned about the potential for a
major water crisis in their community in the
next few years, or are already facing a crisis

•

Top concerns about issues related to fresh water:

–
–
–
–
–
–

Pollution of lakes, rivers, streams, or groundwater
Loss of fish, birds, plants, & animals
Urbanization & development
Damage to aquatic habitat
Contamination of drinking water

Water scarcity and drought

MANAGEMENT/GOVERNANCE
CONCERNS
•

87%: believe the province will
face a serious problem if
nothing is done to improve the
management of water resources
** Up from 76% in 2014**

•

3 in 4 British Columbians
believe the problems we face
with freshwater in B.C. are a

management and planning
issue, not a scarcity issue.

What is most needed to solve and
manage water issues in B.C.?
The Top 5:

#1: Stricter laws to prevent industrial pollution &
dumping

#2: Better leadership from provincial & federal officials
#3: Stronger laws to regulate water waste & bulk
extraction

#4: Better land use planning
#5: Better leadership from local & regional officials

SOLUTIONS: GOVERNMENT &
EXPERT LEADERSHIP
•

63%: BC Provincial
government should play a

lead or major role in
decisions affecting fresh
water in their community

• 56%: to truly solve environmental
problems, governments and

experts need to take the lead

SOLUTIONS: PRICING

74%

80%

SOLUTIONS: ROBUST LAWS AND
ENFORCEMENT
•

87%: favour enforcing water regulations so
that all industries, regardless of size, face
strict penalties, including potential jail time,
for polluting or damaging local watersheds.

•

81%: support making certain watersheds
completely off-limits to development, in
order to protect sources of drinking water and
sensitive ecosystems.
**Only 10% strongly agree that stronger rules for protecting our fresh water will
HARM our economy

SOLUTIONS: WATERSHED
GOVERNANCE
–

2 in 3 think local a watershed authority should play lead
or major role in decisions affecting fresh water in their
communities

–

3 in 4 favour funding local governments, community
organizations, First Nations so they can play a bigger role in
managing and protecting their local watersheds.

From POLIS 2016 Illumination Study (n=439):

• 85% (water professionals) agree local watershed entities will
be needed to ensure B.C’s new WSA is implemented to its fullest
potential.

3 key takeaways
• British Columbians care about fresh water, see it as vital
and thriving, and place high value on on it as public resource
• Strong concern exists
that things will get
worse if nothing is
done to change
current practices
•

Opportunity for government leadership via watershed
governance, robust laws that balance ecological
protection, economic needs, and community priorities

